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New E-LINE by DIRAK Locking Systems reduce security costs using newly designed and enhanced locking solutions.

DIRAK enhances its line of mechatronic security systems for racks, enclosures and cabinets with the expansion of its E-LINE by DIRAK line of high security products. These products result in reduced security costs while protecting materials, electronics and data.

E-LINE by DIRAK is a mechatronic security system for data and server racks and other enclosures that house sensitive materials, electronics or data. With E-LINE by DIRAK a user can control who has access to individual racks and enclosures, can monitor when individuals are allowed access and be able to audit access when necessary. E-LINE by DIRAK is a mechatronic access control, monitoring and management system that is implemented at the individual rack or enclosure level.

The new E-LINE by DIRAK system includes:

MLR (Mechatronic Locks for Racks) - Features a completely new design that combines ergonomics, aesthetics and function designed specifically to address security of data and server racks.

- Integrated LEDs on the face of the handle display alarm and authorization status of the handle. Status of the handle is easily visible, even from a distance.
• The top LED indicates locking status and the bottom LED indicates temperature deviations.

• A backlit information field located at the top of the handle can display customer specific information, such as logos, rack numbers, etc.

• Handles can be managed through the E-LINE by DIRAK Administration Suite, can be integrated into customer’s management system, or can be operated in stand-alone mode.

MLR Locks are available in 3 models:

  o MLR1000 – for integration into customer’s existing management system.
  o MLR3000 – used with E-LINE by DIRAK’s Administration Suite Software or in a stand-alone mode. Used when cabinets are in close proximity to each other.
  o MLR5000 – Can be used in various rack configurations: stand-alone, rows or separated. Each handle has its own IP address. Can be operated only with E-LINE by DIRAK’s Administration Suite software. MLR5000 is most cost effective when racks are separated, not adjacent in rows.

MLE (Mechatronic Locks for Enclosures) – The MLE products primarily address security of enclosures that are located in indoor or outdoor public areas and are designed to withstand unauthorized access by vandals.

• Meets WKII security standards to withstand vandalism and burglary. Also meets RC security standards, a new European safety standard based on WKII.

• Available in 2 models: Single or dual lock cylinder. Both of these are available in 2 options and can be integrated into existing security management systems.

  o Option 1 – lock requires EITHER a mechanical key OR electronic signal for opening.
  o Option 2 – lock requires BOTH a mechanical key AND electronic signal for opening.

MLU (Mechatronic Lock for Universal Applications)

The latest addition to the E-LINE by DIRAK offering, the MLU is ideal for applications that require security in addition to mechanical handles. The MLU lock is mounted inside the cabinet, providing a completely concealed security solution. The MLU addresses security of cabinets that contain sensitive material such as prescription drugs, financial documents, employee records, etc. as well as other applications where the existing latch is not being replaced. The MLU can be integrated into existing security systems.

Administration Suite Software:
The Administration Suite is DIRAK’s exclusive security management software. This software provides monitoring and control of the E-LINE by DIRAK Locking Systems. It allows a user to
administer, document and protect access to all racks with full control over all cabinets and enclosures secured with E-LINE by DIRAK locking systems.

Some features of the Administration Suite Software include:

- Logs all events for complete audit control and security investigations.
- Wide range of options (time, days, personnel, etc.) to control access to racks.
- Comprehensive alarm management; messages can be forwarded to email addresses.
- The ability to manage systems in different time zones.
- Four-Eyes capability - two authorized people must be present to access the enclosure.

Incorporating E-LINE by DIRAK into a security program can result in significant cost savings in two ways:

1) In high security areas it is often necessary for employees to accompany outside contractors to the secured server to ensure the contractor gains access only to specified enclosures. E-LINE by DIRAK eliminates the need for an escort allowing employees to be more productive with their time.

2) The traditional method to gain access to individual enclosures is with keys. Keys are costly to maintain and to manage. If a key is lost or not recovered from a dismissed employee it may require that locks be changed and/or re-keyed. E-LINE by DIRAK reduces both the time and direct costs of managing a key system by eliminating the use of mechanical keys.

Protecting materials, electronics and data is a critical component of a company's security and loss prevention strategy. The re-design and expansion of E-LINE by DIRAK'S mechatronic locking systems provides the best security solution for any company's particular application.